
QWPK – slidstærkt og smidigt
Robust tilledning i særklasse

w

We know you can do it. 
But we are here to make your life easier. 



Construction

Frame 30mm diameter steel pipe

Coating Powder coated for outdoor use

Colour RAL 1021

Wheel Fixated to the wheel axle using 
locking pins with outer covering 
capsule,

Tire Solid polyuretane, 380mm in dia-
meter, puncture free, yellow

Adapter Metal pipe with 2 aluminium discs 
and 2 splitters for fi xating the 
adapter to the frame. Please note 
the adapter is needed for using 
smaller than K6 drums. 

Break Foot operated break to lock both 
wheels simultaneously. 

Size Standing height 117 cm, width 
70 cm

Weight 24 kg. Max. load capacity inclu-
ding drum - 200 kg

Drum Buddy - a modern cable drum 

accesory
Ergonomic and industrial cable accesory that that makes it easier for one

person to handle a drum up to 200kg without straining their back. The Drum buddy 

can be fi tted with any K6 or smaller drum (using an adapter). Replacement of a new 

drum can be quickly and easily handled by one person.  

User instructions

When installing a new cable drum unlock the cable 
drum fasteners. 

If adapter is used, remove adapter by opening the 
drum fasteners or pull out the adapter pipe from 
its holder. Slide the adaptor pipe through the center 
hole of the drum. Secure the AL discs against the 
drum with thumbscrews. 

Tip the empty Drum Buddy frame over the drum 
and lock the cable drum fasteners into the center 
hole of the drum. 

Please note that the Drum Buddy should not be 
used without locking both fasteners safely secured 
in both sides of the drum in order to prevent the 
drum from falling off  the frame. 

After attaching the drum to the frame, tip the 
Drum Buddy back up into standing position, using 
the handle.
 

Accessory

DRUM BUDDY

User instructions

When installing a new cable drum unlock the cable 



Product
type

Delivery 
length (m)

Approximate 
weight (kg)

XPJ-HF D 

3G1,5 1000 115

4G1,5 500 75

4G1,5 1000 135

5G1,5 500 85

3G2,5 500 85

3G2,5 1000 150

4G2,5 1000 180

5G2,5 500 120

XPJ

3G1,5 1000 110

3G1,5 500 60

4G1,5 1000 130

5G2,5 500 110

3G2,5 500 80

5G1,5 500 85

XPUJ

5G1,5 500 80

5G2,5 500 110

XPK 1kV

3G1,5 500 80

Product
type

Delivery 
length (m)

Approximate 
weight (kg)

HK

16 1000 150

25 500 120

EXLQ-Pure

3G1,5 500 70

3G2,5 500 90

4G1,5 500 80

4G2,5 500 110

5G1,5 500 95

5G2,5 500 125

Product SAP number

Drum buddy CDK170009417

Drum buddy adapter* CDK170009496

* Please note that the Drum Buddy and the 
adaptor are sold separately. The adaptor is 
used for handling smaller than K6 drums. 
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Linking the future

AS DRAKA KEILA CABLES
Paldiski road 31

76606 Keila, Estonia

Phone no.: +372 674 7466

info.keila@prysmiangroup.com

www.draka.ee

www.drakakeila.ee
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